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Outside the Box Advertising, This Guy Gets It Literally! Aaron Leistner of
Arlington, Va is Offering Skin on His Arm in the Form of a Tattoo to Place a
Company’s Logo!

People are always trying to find the next genius advertising route or what kind of Gorilla
Marketing techniques will really work. What if someone told a small investor their company’s
logo could be seen millions of times over the next 30 years?

Arlington, VA(PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- Think about that for a second! For a fraction of the cost of a 30
second network commercial, a company could get their company name out there.

One guy sees the potential in this kind of marketing and is offering to get it started on Ebay. Aaron Leistner of
Arlington, VAis offering skin on his arm in the form of a tattoo to place your company’s logo and all they need
is a modest budget (comparatively speaking) and an Ebay account.

For a starting bid of $8000, Aaron is offering a space on the inside of his right forearm.

“I am a healthy 32 year old male and have the ability to get your message to millions of people,” “I am willing
to sign a lifetime contract that you produce if you are interested. I want to represent YOUR Company," says
Aaron.

What makes Aaron think he can sell something like this? “People have advertised on a lot stranger things then
my arm…I mean whoever thought they would put ads on urinal cakes?”

For more information contact Rebecca Fuentes at rebecca(at)allenmediastratgies(dot)com
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Contact Information
Rebecca Fuentes
Allen Media Strategies LLC
703-589-8960

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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